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Problem description: 
Learning is an important feature for robots to relate their sensory information with the motor               

outputs. Online training of the robots in real world is one of the biggest requirements to take                 

environmental noise and response into account. This is possible with neuromorphic hardware, which             

provides low power consumption, to simulate spiking neural networks (SNNs) that possess good             

scalability properties [1]. 

 

We have demonstrated a task with Pushbot robot [2] that it follows a blinking laser pointer. In this                  

task, Pushbot receives events from the dynamic vision sensor (DVS) [3] and processes this              

information by using an SNN on SpiNNaker neuromorphic hardware. The connections mapping the             

output of the SNN to the motor neurons are learned online by using spike timing dependent plasticity                 

(STDP). The events to start STDP are sent from a GUI running on a computer.  

 

In this project, the students are asked to provide an interface between the NST SpiNN-IO Board and a                  

mobile app to send and receive spike activities to/from SpiNNaker neuromorphic hardware. In this              

way, the STDP modulated motor neurons can be easily activated externally to have proper              

connections from the neurons encoding camera information. 

 

Task: 
● Get familiar with the existing demonstration and STDP learning rule 
● Determine requirements to set up wireless communication between the mobile application           

and the IO Board 
● Create a mobile application to send/receive events to/from SpiNNaker to train Pushbot 
● Test the mobile application with the provided task 
● Prepare the documentation and the report 
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